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Railway forests were planted in Japan for the first time in 1893 at 41 
locations along the present-day Tohoku main line, including at Noheji 
Station (Fig. 1).  Afterwards, diverse railway forests were planted to 
contribute to safety and stable train operation across Japan. 

Today, there is approx. 4,200 ha of railway forests at JR East, 
classified1) as shown in Table 1.  Many forests were actively planted 
for safety and stable train operation in order to protect against 
snowdrifts, avalanches, and sand drifts, with cedar and pine, which 
were employed in many other locations.  In such cases, the entire 
forest is set up often with a single variety, such as all cedar or all pine. 

Most railway forests to prevent phenomena such as ground 
failure and rockfall are often natural ones, incorporated into railway 
land along lines.  Those are incorporated to avoid soil runoff and 
instability of slopes which may affect railway operation when 
landowners cut down trees and leave the land bare.  Many of those 
natural forest sites are too steep to be planted, so the ratio of wild 
broad-leaved trees in such places becomes high.  

Methods to manage and inspect railway forests are set down in 
“Railway Forest Technical Management Standards” established in 
1986 during the Japan National Railways era.  Those standards 
are based on maintaining tree density sufficient to keep disaster 
prevention functions while producing lumber.  However, income 
from forestry cannot be expected from those forests nowadays, 
so current maintenance and management methods need to be 
reviewed.  And with the increase in awareness of the environment, 
the very existence of railway forests has become valued.  The situation 
surrounding railway forests can thus be said to be transforming 
greatly. 

The roles (functions) expected of railway forests need to be assessed 
in a multifaceted manner to cover not only disaster prevention but 
also environmental protection.  We studied the methods to reduce 
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Fig. 1  The First Railway Forest: Noheji No. 2 Forest

Type of forest Lower-limit value for chest-height
cross-sectional density (m2/ha)

Snowdrift
prevention forest B: Stand width (m)

Avalanche
prevention forest

H : Designed snow
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 : Slope inclinationor 25, whichever is larger

Other types of forests

Table 2  Tree Density Required for 

Disaster Prevention Functionality

Property
classification

Mgt. method
classification

Type of forest Purpose of facility 

Same as on left Prevent disruption of operation 
due to snowdrifts

Prevent disruption of operation 
due to avalanche

Prevent disruption of operation 
due to beach sand drifts

Prevent disruption of operation 
due to slope failure and runoff

Prevent disruption of operation 
due to rockfall

Prevent disruption of operation 
due to strong winds

Prevent spread of fire along 
tracks 

Prevent drying up of irrigation
water sources

Prevent disruption of operation 
due to flooding

Same as on left

Same as on left

Slope failure
prevention forest

Rockfall 
prevention forest

Windbreak  forest

Firebreak forest

Water source
recharging forest

Flood prevention
forest

Avalanche
prevention forest

Sand drift
prevention forest

Slope
preservation

forest

Other
defensive

forest

Snowdrift
prevention forestSnow

protection
forest

Defensive
forest

Table 1  Current Railway Forest Management Methods and 

Forest Type Classifications
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(1) Railway forest

Forest where full management should be performed to exhibit 
disaster prevention functions into the future
(2) Environment protection forest 

Forest where environmental protection functions other than disaster 
prevention can be expected
(3) Green belt

Forest investigated for uses such as green belts other than forests

Disaster prevention functions herein are assessed by whether or not 
contributions are made to safe operation that prevent major accidents 
such as train derailment and to stable train operation that maintains 
on-time train operation.  Furthermore, (1) is divided into cedar, 
pine, and other planted forests ((1)-1) and natural forests with a high 
percentage of broad-leaved trees ((1)-2).  Statistical data of function 
classification by branch is shown in Fig. 3.

Uniform management and inspection methods have been set 
down for all of those forest lands in the current railway forest 
management technical standards.  Forests classified as (1)-2, however, 
are natural forest, so active management is not needed in some cases.  
Simply focusing on inspection of disaster prevention functions, 
confirming maintenance of functions, and conducting upkeep such 
as improvement cutting should be sufficient.  Forest classified as (2) 
or (3) requires adequate maintenance for the forest, but inspection of 
disaster prevention functions should not be needed. 

In other words, by distinguishing the maintenance and 
management methods according to those function classifications, we 
can reduce the total cost for maintenance and management. 

2.2 Assessment of Environmental Functions 

Environmental function herein concerns landscape and ecological 
values which the existence of railway forests provides to the 
environment along rail lines.  Methods for assessing that function 
had not been defined up to now.  Accordingly, through discussions 
with outside experts, we set the indices for assessment shown in 
Table 3, putting together various parameters for considering the 

labor in maintenance, management to meet the expected function 
and the procedure to introduce those toward persistent forest.  We 
are currently studying a policy proposal for future railway forest 
maintenance and management methods based on these results.  This 
report introduces the progress and results of our research up to now 
and also the outlook for the future. 

2.1 Assessment of Disaster Prevention Function

A great number of railways ran though steep mountains and 
wilderness in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.  Train operation 
on those lines was often suspended to the occurrence of snowdrifts 
and avalanches.  The area developed as railway forests in such areas 
was rapidly extended depending on their effectiveness.  At that 
time, expenses required to maintain the forests could be covered by 
lumber income.  Today, however, urbanization has progressed along 
railway lines, and sections running through wilderness have greatly 
decreased.  Snow removal capabilities have also remarkably increased, 
so the expected role of railway forests as disaster prevention facilities 
has declined in some places. 

We have assessed the functions of all railway forests in JR East based 
on the flow of Fig. 2.  Then they were classified into the following three 
categories shown in Fig. 3.

Railway Forest Function Assessment2

Sendai Branch

Morioka Branch

Akita Branch

Niigata Branch

Nagano Branch

(1)-1 Railway forest
(1)-2 Railway forest
(2) Environment
 protection forest 
(3) Green belt

Fig. 3  Results of Function Classification by Branch

Slope forests (forests protecting from avalanche, snowdrift, ground failure, rockfall, etc.)

Flatland forests

Disaster prevention
function required

Disaster prevention
function not required

(forests protecting from snowdrifts, wind, fire, sand drifts, etc.)

Examples:
  Discontinued line
  Portion without track also purchased when establishing 
  All deadwood, but no disruption to operations

Examples:
  Discontinued line
  Portion without track also purchased when
  establishing 
  All deadwood, but no disruption to operations

(1) No track needing protection 
(2) Area with no standing trees, and forest unnecessary 
 for disaster prevention 
(3) Physical countermeasures taken, and forest 
 unnecessary for disaster prevention

(1) No track needing protection 
(2) Area with no standing trees, and forest unnecessary
 or disaster prevention 
(3) Physical countermeasures taken, and forest
 unnecessary for disaster prevention

(1) Designated as protected forest.
(2) Contributes to disaster prevention, water sources, 
 etc. for residents.

Structures other than track (roads, etc.)
to be protected present between track

and railway forest

Structures other than track (roads, etc.)
to be protected present between track

and railway forest

Surrounding area built up with housing,
and wind reduction effect

created by houses

Short length to protect
(no railway forest or wind fence

in surroundings),
and switches not protected

Wind reduction effect cannot
be expected due to reduced functionality

(no protective equipment
in particular set up)

Safety function 

Stability function 

Forest cultivation
possible

* Forest land created as planted forests is marked with a circle if forest cultivation possible, and natural forest land is marked with an ×.

Forest unnecessary by railway
for disaster prevention

Forest unnecessary by railway
for disaster prevention.

(1) Railway forest

(1)-1 Conduct inspection,
  update, maintenance. (1)-2 Conduct inspection only.

(2) Environment
 protection
 forest

(3) Green belt

Fig. 2  Function Classification Flow

1) 
Amenity

Level of greenery 
provided

Ratio of forest area within 500 m*

Population within 500 m*

Distance to nearest station

Ratio of area of broad-leaved trees and 
brush within the forests

Ratio of forest area within 1 km*

Ratio of forest area within 500 m*

Distance to natural park or natural 
environment protection area

Whether or not forest land is located 
within a natural park

Area visible 

Ratio of agricultural land area within 500 m*

Ratio of forest area within 500 m*

Maximum slope inclination within forest land

Distance* to nearest community center

Distance* to nearest school

Level of greenery 
provided to stations

Level of broad-leaved 
trees

Consolidation ability

Buffering ability

Level of viewing

Landmark 
characteristics

Level of slope safety

Resident collaboration 
ability

School collaboration
ability

* Assess at distance from center of forest land

2) 
Ecology

3) 
Appearance

4) 
Work 
participation 
ability

Item Index Data used

Table 3  Environmental Function Indices
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current condition.  For example, one method is to set target values 
for the assessment indices such as those below and to assess the 
current condition to clarify priority issues for future maintenance and 
management. 
•  Density index: Determines the level of congestion of standing 

trees based on the appropriate number of trees by region for tree 
height and age.

•  Shape ratio: Ratio of tree height (m) to chest-height diameter 
(cm).  That ratio indicates the thickness of a single tree (average 
tree).  Stocky trees with little difference in thickness between the 
base of the trunk and the tip, rather than thin trees, are ideal.  
Usually, trees are managed to be around a ratio of 70. 

•  Crown length ratio: Raito of crown length to tree height.  
Appropriate management leads to much leaving and robust 
thickness. 

multifunctionality of railway forests.  The results from this assessment  
method and some of the results combined with assessment of disaster 
prevention functions from the previous section are shown in Fig. 4.  
We found the following from those assessment results. 
•  Some districts have a high ratio of railway forest, resulting in 

relatively higher levels of environmental functions than disaster 
prevention functions (the Akita district for example). 

•  Some districts have many railway forests with both disaster 
prevention functions and environmental functions (Noheji, Shinjo, 
and Tadami districts for example). 
From the above, forests classified as (3) in function classification 

are greatly expected to carry out the role of environmental function.  
Additionally, those classified as (1) in function classification are 
expected also to have environmental functions such as playing the role 
of landscape or contributing to protecting the surrounding ecosystem.

3.1 Setting Target Forest Types 

Labor needs to be invested for managing planted forests of cedar 
and pine, which were originally intended for lumber production, 
in a sustainable manner.  That was possible when there was income 
from lumber sales; however, it is not feasible today as mentioned 
previously.  Inducing forests that sustain themselves—biologically 
diverse forests—is thus the ideal target. 

Generally, the ideal, sustainable and biologically diverse types of 
forest are those such as the following.2)

•  Multi-layered forests formed with tree groupings of different heights
•  Semi-planted forests formed with many varieties of broad-leaved 

trees or local tree varieties 
•  Forests with a large supply of fallen leaves and other organic 

substances
•  Forests that allow much light inside, appropriate for growth of 

underbrush
Therefore, railway forest in the future needs to managed in ways 

other than simply uniform management with just a single variety 
of tree such as cedar or pine.  This transformation needs to be 
performed to target sustainable forests of multiple tree varieties taking 
native vegetation into consideration.  At the same time, efforts need 
to be made to reduce to amount of labor required for maintenance 
and management.  

Fig. 5 shows an example of forest that meets such conditions. 
Appropriate thinning of trees has been carried out, allowing light to 
penetrate the forest inside to contribute to growth of underbrush and 
broad-leaved trees to grow in places.  Those efforts have thus created 
a biologically diverse, ecologically robust, sustainable forest.  We are 
now studying the following as methods to induce such forest types 
for railway forests classified as (1)-1 in particular.  The basic concept 
of the overall flow is shown be seen in Fig. 6.   

3.2 Assessment of Difference Between Target Forest Types 
and Current Condition 

We try as much as possible to quantify for assessment the difference 
between the target forest types noted in the previous section and the 

Akita district

Tadami district

Noheji district

Shinjo district

Noheji, Shinjo, and Tadami districts

Akita district

Both disaster prevention and 
environmental functions 
Other

Disaster prevention functions is 
relatively high
Environmental functions is relatively 
high

Fig. 4  Example of Railway Forest Function Dispersion

Fig. 5  Example of Sustainable and 

Biologically Diverse Forest Land

Study of New Management Methods for 
Railway Forests3
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•  Relative light penetration: Relative ratio of light penetrating 
the inside of the forest with illumination of open land outside the 
forests being 100%. 

•  Degree of vegetation cover: Ratio of area of plants covering 
the forest floor.  Little soil erosion if entire area covered.  Index 
representing the forest’s short-term recovery level.  

•  Thickness of A0 layer: The thickness of organic matter layer 
made up of fallen leaves and branches supplied by forest to the 
soil.  Related to the ecological functions such as the habitat of soil 
animals.

•  Thickness of A layer: The thickness of the soil layer containing 
much humus mixed well with minerals.  Also called black dirt.  A 
long-term testament of the forest being adequately managed and 
plants flourishing.  An index of fertility.  

3.3 Maintenance and Management Based on 
a Maintenance Roadmap

We produce a management roadmap (the management menu items 
that should be implemented and the timing for implementing that 
organized on a timeline) by individual forest.  That is based in light 
of items such as the assessment results covered in the previous section 
and the development stage of the railway forest (whether or not there 
are many old-growth trees).  With function category (1)-1 forests 
where thinning is late, for example, crown length ratio and shape 
ratio can be improved by light thinning (selective cutting) once every 
few years to a degree that does not inhibit the disaster prevention 
function.  Thinning will also result in more light reaching the forest 
floor, raising the degree of vegetation cover, and probably making the 
forest type close to ideal.  Furthermore, in areas where belt thinning 
is possible, native trees can be planted in the thinned area with 
an aim of achieving multi-layered forest management.  However, 
management menu items that can be implemented are limited by 
location conditions, so instruction from forestry professionals by 
individual forests may be needed in some cases when considering 
menu items. 

JR East is currently employing efforts to convert railway forests that 
require disaster-prevention functions to sustainable forests over the 
next 20 years.  It centers on work to convert from uniform forests 
of mostly conifers to multi-layered forest management by mixing 
trees such as short to tall native tree varieties with those that have 
been conventionally planted.  Such conversion is being conducted 
by all JR East branches, with a start in the tree planting for the Ou 
main line’s Sekine No. 1 forest in July 2007 (conceptual image after 
maturity shown in Fig. 7). 

In the coming future, we will work to systemize a new maintenance 
and management method based on successes of research conducted. 
And we plan to propose railway forest management technical 
standards that fit the times. 

Reference:
1) JR East, Railway Forest Management Technical Standards, April 

1987
2) Nobukiyo Takahashi, Stand Management System, April 2001, and 

other references

Multi-layered forest, mixed conifer/broad-leaved forest, 
semi-planted forests, natural forest…

Checklist

5 years later

Forest No. XX
Management menu

• Density
• Shape ratio
• Crown length ratio
• Relative light penetration
• Degree of vegetation cover
• Thickness of A0 layer
• Thickness of A layer

(1) Set target forest type

(2) Identify difference between target forest 
form and current condition

(3) Create management roadmap

Forest No. XX
Management menu

10 years later

Forest No. XX
Management menu

20 years later

Fig. 6  Concept Diagram of Flow for New Management Method

Fig. 7  Conceptual Image of Sekine No. 1 Forest After Maturity
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